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Abstract 
Roitman, M., Counterexamples for certain star operations on ideals, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 201-204. 
We show here that the t,-operation defined by J.R. Hedstrom and E.G. Houston and the 
t-operation are not identical, and we generalize this statement. 
Let A be a domain, and Z a nonzero fractional ideal of A. We let u(Z) = 
(A : (A : Z)) (the divisorial closure of Z), and t(Z) = U {u(F) ( F is a finite subset 
of Z}. The t,-operations for n 2 2 were defined in [2] as follows: 
t,(Z) = u {4a,, . . . > a,)]aiEZfor15i5n}. 
We use this definition also for n = 1, thus t,(Z) = I. We construct domains for 
which all operations t, t, , t,, . . . are distinct (Example 8). For any m 2 2, we 
construct a noetherian domain for which the operations t,, t,, . . . , t, are distinct 
(Example 7). In particular this answers a question in [2]. 
Let k be a field, and X be a set of at least two independent indeterminates over 
k. Let “I’ be the family of all vector subspaces of k[_X], (the space of linear forms 
in k[_X]) of dimension 22. Let ?V be a nonempty subset of “Ir. For any V E %J’“, 
adjoin to k[_X] an indeterminate YV. Let B be the subring of C = k[_X, _Y] 
generated by k[_X], all products Y,U for V E Wand U E V, and all cubic forms in 
C (cf. [3]). Thus B is a graded subring of C. By definition, B,, = C,,. Here B,, 
(for d 2 0) means C nrd B,. Let M be the ideal of C generated by X U 1, thus 
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M = Cz,; let P = M n B. Thus P is a prime ideal of B. Set S = B\P, and 
A = B, = B,. 
For any V E V-denote by V- the intersection of all subspaces in Wcontaining V 
(the W-closure of V); the empty intersection is defined as k[_X],. A subspace 
V E ?‘f is called W-closed if V= V. Clearly any subspace in 74 is W-closed and so 
is k[_X],. Also V = V-- f or any V E ‘9’. We denote the set of all W-closed 
subspaces by W/‘-, thus W c W- c 7f. 
For any polynomial f E C we denote its homogeneous decomposition by 
f = f” + f, + . . . . 
Lemma 1. Letf=f,+..., andg=g,+..- be nonzero polynomials in C. Then 
fgEB #fig, EB,. 
Proof. This follows from the property B, c C for d 2 3. q 
Lemma 2. Let f and g be two nonzero linear forms in C such that f $?‘k[_X]. Then 
the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) fgEB, 
(2) g E k[_X], and for any indeterminate Yv occurring in f we have g E V. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Since fg E B,\k[_X], we can uniquely represent fg as a k-linear 
combination of quadratics in k[_X, _Y] of the form YVIJ with V E W and U E V. 
Since f gk[_X], it follows that g E k[_X]. Moreover, all indeterminates YV occur- 
ring in the linear combination are exactly the indeterminates Y, occurring in f, so 
the implication follows. 
(2) + (1) Obvious. q 
For any V E 2r set D(V) = V + B,,. Clearly D(V) is a graded ideal of B. If Y is 
a subset of V, let D(Y) = {D(V) 1 V E 9}. For any subset G of C and n 2 0, we 
denote by G, the set { g, ( g E G} , that is, the set of homogeneous components of 
degree n of the elements in G. By an ideal we mean an integral ideal. 
Proposition 3. D( W-) equals the set of divisorial ideals I of B such that I, = (0), 
I, C_ k[_X], and dimZ,z2. For ZE D(W-), we have I, E W- and I= D(Z,). 
Conversely, if V E W-, then V= (D(V)),. Zf V E y, then u(V) = D(V). More- 
over, an ideal of the type D(V) with V E W- is a maximal divisorial ideal of B if 
and only if V is maximal in W-\{ k[_X],}. 
Proof. Let Z be a divisorial ideal of B such that Z,, = (0), I, c k[_X], and 
dim I, 2 2. Since dim Z, 2 2, the polynomials in Z have no nontrivial common 
factor in C, and so (B : I) c C. Lemmas 1 and 2 yield that (B : Z), is the 
k-subspace of C, spanned by k[_X], U {Y, 1 V E W and V > I,}. Since Z c B, 
we have I = (B : (B : Z),), and so, by Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain that I = 
(II)- + B,, = D((Z,)-). Thus I, = (I,)-. The proposition follows. 0 
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Proposition 4. Let I be un ideal of B such that Z, = (0), I, C k[_X], and dim I, 2 2. 
Then t(Z) is a graded ideal, and (t(Z))1 is the subspace of k[_X], generated by the 
union of all W-closures of the finite-dimensional subspaces of I,. Moreover, for 
any m 2 2, t,(Z) is a graded ideal, and (t,(Z)), is the subspace of k[_X], generated 
by the union of all W-closures of the m-dimensional subspaces of I,. 
Proof. Let F be a finite subset of I, and let G be a finite subset of I containing F 
such that dim(span,(G,)) 22, thus V= span,(G,) E 7’“. By Proposition 3 we 
obtain u(F) 5 u(V) = D(V-). The proposition now easily follows. 0 
Lemma 5. We have B = A n C. 
Proof. Let f=f”+f,+... be a polynomial in C and s=s,+s,+..* be an 
element of S such that sf E B. Since sf, E B, we have (sO + s, + . . .)( f, + f, + 
. . .) E B. Since s,, is a nonzero element of k, we obtain f, E B, so (s,, + s, + 
. ..)(f.+f,+...)EBandf,EB.ThusfEBandthelemmafollows. 0 
We denote the set of fractional divisorial ideals of a domain R by Div(R). 
Proposition 6. The divisorial fractional ideals of A = B, are the extensions of the 
divisorial fractional ideals of B, and conversely. A similar assertion holds for 
t-ideals. 
Proof. First we show that if J is a fractional ideal of B, then (A : 1) = (B : J)A. 
Since X2C c B for any X E _X, we obtain that BC, and so also JC is a fractional 
ideal of C. Since C is factorial, there is a finite subset F c J such that (C : J) = 
(C : F). Let g E (A : J). There is an s E S such that sgF c B. Thus sgJ c C, so 
sgJ~AnC=B(Lemma5).HencegE(B:J)A,thus(A:J)~(B:J)A,and 
so (A : J) = (B : J)A. 
If ZEDiv(B), then I= (B : J) for J = (B : I), so 
Div(A). 
IA = (B : J)A = (A : J) E 
Conversely, let J E Div(A). We have 
J=(A:(A: J))=(A:(B: J)A)=(B:(B 
for Z = (B : (B : J)) E Div(B) . 0 
: J))A = IA 
Using the preceding results, we now obtain the desired examples. We keep the 
previous notations. 
Example 7. For given 15 r < m, a noetherian domain A and an ideal Z of A such 
that Z = t,(Z) s t,+,(Z) s . . . $ t,,,(Z), and such that t,,,(Z) is a maximal divisorial 
ideal of A. Moreover, A can be chosen to be a graded algebra over a field or a 
local domain. 
Set X = {X, , . . . , X,,_ ,}. Let “II/^ be the family of all subspaces W of 
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van,{X,, . . . , X,} so that 2 5 dim W 5 r, and of all d-dimensional subspaces of 
k[_X], that contain Xm+i_2 for r+2ldzm+l and r+2sisd. Note that 
W- = ?Y U { k[_X],}. Let Z be the ideal of B generated by {X,, . . . , X,,,}. By 
Proposition 4 we obtain that Z = t,(Z) & c,+~(Z) 5 . . . E t,(Z), since X,+,_, E 
td(Z)\tdp,(Z) for r + 1 5 d 5 m, and that t,(Z) is a maximal divisorial ideal of B. 
The domain B is a graded k-algebra and is noetherian if k is a finite field. 
By Propositions 4 and 6, the ideal IA of A satisfies t,(ZA) s t,+l(ZA) $ . . . $ 
t,(ZA), and t,(A) is a maximal divisorial ideal of A. The domain A is quasi-local 
and is noetherian if k is finite. 
Example 8. For a given integer r, a domain A and an ideal Z of A such that 
Z = 4(Z) 2 tr+i (Z) S . . * and such that t(Z) is a maximal divisorial ideal of A. 
Moreover, A can be chosen to be a graded algebra over a field or a quasi-local 
domain. 
Set X = {X, 1 n 2 1) U {X;, 1 n 2 r + l}. Let “ur the family of all d-dimensional 
subspaces W of k[_X], so that 2 5 dim W IS r, or d 2 r + 2 and Xl E W for 
r + 2 5 i C= d. Let Z be the ideal of B generated by {X,, ( n 2 l}. Using Proposition 
4 we obtain that Z = t,(Z) E t,+l(Z) 5 * * ., since XL,, E td(Z)\fd_l(Z) for d 2 r + 1. 
The domain B is a graded k-algebra. The domain A is quasi-local and t,(ZA) 5 
t,+I(ZA) s.. . . Also t(ZA) = u nr2 t,(ZA) is a maximal divisorial ideal of A. 
Note that in the previous examples, the domain A is not normal and in fact not 
even seminormal. It is not clear whether such additional assumptions on A ensure 
that any [,-ideal of A is a t-ideal. 
Similar examples can be obtained for analogous properties related to an- 
nihilators. Such examples can be obtained either by a similar construction, or by 
using the relation between divisorial ideals and annihilators (see e.g. [l]). For 
example, there is a noetherian ring R having an ideal Z which is not an 
annihilator, but for any r E I, we have Ann.(Ann,(r)) C 1. 
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